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1. Introduction
Lie triple systems arose initially in Cartan’s study of Riemannian geometry, in which he employed
his classiﬁcation of the real simple Lie algebras to classify an important class of Riemannianmanifolds,
the symmetric spaces. The triple (ternary) systemswhichwere ﬁrst introduced algebraically have been
developed in connection with geometry, for example, the tangent algebra of a symmetric space is a
Lie triple system. Moreover, they have important applications in physics, in particular, in elementary
particle theory and the theory of quantum mechanics (see [2]). Since then, Lie triple systems (and
their connections with symmetric spaces and related spaces) have become an interesting subject in
mathematics.

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A pseudo-metrised (metrised) Lie triple system is a Lie triple system over a ﬁeld K carrying a
nondegenerate invariant (symmetric) bilinear form. In this paperwe introduce an extension technique
calledT∗-extension for Lie triple systems. Thismethod is aone-stepprocedure, so it isusuallyworkable.
In 1997, Bordemann introduced the notion of T∗-extension of Lie algebras in [3]. In the classiﬁcation of
ﬁnite-dimensional two-step nilpotentmetrised Lie algebras byMedina and Revoy (cf. [6]), a nontrivial
T∗-extension of an abelian Lie algebra by an alternating three-form is constructed. In [1], T∗-extension
is one of the main tools for their investigation. Furthermore, Keith’s notion of bi-extension (cf. [4, p.
56]) of Lie algebras contains the T∗-extension as the special case where B = B⊥ and M :=B/B⊥ = 0.
These facts show that T∗-extension is an important method to study algebraic structures. This is
our motivation to investigate the T∗-extension of Lie triple systems. In this paper, we show that
T∗-extension is compatiblewith nilpotency, solvability, and it preserves in some sense the decomposi-
tion properties. The key condition to construct T∗-extensions is the existence of a maximally isotropic
ideal. We also investigate the equivalence of T∗-extensions using cohomology. The main result of this
paper is an important feature of T∗-extension: every ﬁnite-dimensional nilpotent metrised Lie triple
system can be constructed by this method if the ﬁeld is algebraically closed and of characteristic not
equal to two.
2. Preliminaries
Deﬁnition 2.1 [5]. A Lie triple system (L.t.s.) is a vector space T over a ﬁeld K, which is closed with
respect to a trilinear multiplication [a, b, c] satisfying:
[a, a, b] = 0, (2.1)
[a, b, c] + [b, c, a] + [c, a, b] = 0, (2.2)
[a, b, [c, d, e]] = [[a, b, c], d, e] + [c, [a, b, d], e] + [c, d, [a, b, e]], (2.3)
for any a, b, c, d, e ∈ T .
Deﬁnition 2.2. An ideal of a L.t.s. T is a subspace I for which [I, T , T] ⊆ I. Moreover, if [T , I, I] = 0, then
I is called an abelian ideal of T .
Deﬁnition 2.3. The center of a L.t.s. T , denoted by Z(T), is the set of such elements x satisfying
[x, T , T]=0.
Deﬁnition 2.4 [8]. A symmetric bilinear form f of a L.t.s. T is said to be right-invariant (resp. left-
invariant) if f (R(a, b)x, y) = f (x, R(b, a)y) (resp. f (L(a, b)x, y) = f (x, L(b, a)y)) for all x, y, a, b ∈ T ,
where L(a, b)x :=[a, b, x] and R(a, b)x :=[x, a, b].
We know from Lemma 3.1 in [8] that if f is right-invariant, then it is left-invariant. Therefore f is
invariant if and only if it is right-invariant.
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let T be a L.t.s. over a ﬁeldK. If T admits a nondegenerate invariant bilinear form f , then
we call T pseudo-metrisable and the pair (T , f ) a pseudo-metrised L.t.s. If in addition f is symmetric,
then we call T metrisable and the pair (T , f ) a metrised L.t.s.
Deﬁnition 2.6. Let T be a L.t.s. over a ﬁeld K. We inductively deﬁne a central descending series
(Tn)n 0 : T0 :=T , Tn+1 :=[Tn, T , T], and a central ascending series (Cn(T))n 0 : C0(T):=0, Cn+1(T):=C(Cn(T)), where C(V):={a ∈ T|[a, T , T] ⊆ V} for a vector subspace V of T .
For any nilpotent L.t.s. T , we can prove by induction that Ti ⊆ Ck−i(T), where k is the nilindex of T .
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Lemma 2.7. Let (T , f ) be a ﬁnite-dimensional pseudo-metrised L.t.s. over a ﬁeld K and V be an arbitrary
vector subspace of T . Then we have
(1) C(V) = [⊥V , T , T]⊥ = ⊥[V⊥, T , T].
(2) Ti = ⊥Ci(T) = Ci(T)⊥,∀i ∈ N.
Proof. (1) Set I := ⊥V and J :=[I, T , T]⊥. Then we have f (I, [J, T , T]) = f ([I, T , T], J) = 0, hence [J, T , T]
⊆ I⊥. This implies that J ⊆ C(I⊥). Conversely, since f ([I, T , T], C(I⊥)) = f (I, [C(I⊥), T , T]) = 0, we
have C(I⊥) ⊆ [I, T , T]⊥ = J. By Lemma 2.1 (2.8) of [9], I⊥=(⊥V)⊥=V . Therefore, C(V)=C(I⊥)= J.
Analogously, we can prove the other assertion.
(2)We shall use induction on i. The case i = 0 follows from the relation T0 = T = ⊥0 = ⊥C0(T) =
0⊥ = C0(T)⊥. Assume that Ti = ⊥Ci(T). Then we have
Ti+1 = [Ti, T , T] = [⊥Ci(T), T , T]
= ⊥([⊥Ci(T), T , T]⊥)(by Lemma 2.1 (2.8) of [9])
= ⊥C(Ci(T))(by (1))
= ⊥Ci+1(T).
Therefore, for any i ∈ N, Ti = ⊥Ci(T) holds. Analogously, we can prove the other assertion. 
Deﬁnition 2.8 [7]. Let T be a L.t.s. and V be a vector space over K. Suppose that there exists a bilinear
mapping θ : (a, b) → θ(a, b) of T × T into an associative algebra of linear transformations of V . Then,
V is called a T-module if θ satisﬁes the following conditions:
θ(c, d)θ(a, b) − θ(b, d)θ(a, c) − θ(a, [b, c, d]) + D(b, c)θ(a, d) = 0, (2.4)
θ(c, d)D(a, b) − D(a, b)θ(c, d) + θ([a, b, c], d) + θ(c, [a, b, d]) = 0, (2.5)
where D(a, b) = θ(b, a) − θ(a, b).
From (2.5) we obtain
D(c, d)D(a, b) − D(a, b)D(c, d) + D([a, b, c], d) + D(c, [a, b, d]) = 0.
Hence the vector space spanned by
∑
iD(ai, bi), ai, bi ∈ T is a subalgebra of gl(V).
Remark 2.9. In a L.t.s. T , let θ(a, b) be the linear mapping x → [x, a, b] of T into itself, a, b ∈ T . Then
we can prove that T is a T-module by (2.3). In this case D(a, b) becomes a linear mapping x → [a, b, x]
by (2.2) (inner derivation (cf. [5, p. 219])). An ideal of L.t.s. T is an invariant subspace of the mapping
θ(a, b) for all a, b in T . In this paper, we deﬁne θ(a, b):=R(a, b),D(a, b):=L(a, b) where L(a, b)(x) =
[a, b, x], R(a, b)(x) = [x, a, b].
Let V be a T-module deﬁned by a bilinear mapping θ . Denote by Cn(T , V)(n 0) (C0(T , V) = V)
the vector space spanned by all the n-linear mapping f of T × · · · × T into V satisfying
f (x1, x2, . . . , xn−3, x, x, xn) = 0, (2.6)
and
f (x1, x2, . . . , xn−3, x, y, z) + f (x1, x2, . . . , xn−3, y, z, x) + f (x1, x2, . . . , xn−3, z, x, y) = 0. (2.7)
Deﬁne a linear mapping δ of Cn(T , V) into Cn+2(T , V) as the following:
δf (x1, x2) = θ(x1, x2)f , ∀f ∈ C0(T , V), (2.8)
δf (x1, x2, . . . , x2n+1) (2.9)
= θ(x2n, x2n+1)f (x1, x2, . . . , x2n−1) − θ(x2n−1, x2n+1)f (x1, x2, . . . , x2n−2, x2n)
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+
n∑
k=1
(−1)n+kD(x2k−1, x2k)f (x1, x2, . . . , xˆ2k−1, xˆ2k , . . . , x2n+1)
+
n∑
k=1
2n+1∑
j=2k+1
(−1)n+k+1f (x1, x2, . . . , xˆ2k−1, xˆ2k , . . . , [x2k−1, x2k , xj], . . . , x2n+1),
∀f ∈ C2n−1(T , V), n 1,
δf (y, x1, x2, . . . , x2n+1) (2.10)
= θ(x2n, x2n+1)f (y, x1, x2, . . . , x2n−1) − θ(x2n−1, x2n+1)f (y, x1, x2, . . . , x2n−2, x2n)
+
n∑
k=1
(−1)n+kD(x2k−1, x2k)f (y, x1, x2, . . . , xˆ2k−1, xˆ2k , . . . , x2n+1)
+
n∑
k=1
2n+1∑
j=2k+1
(−1)n+k+1f (y, x1, x2, . . . , xˆ2k−1, xˆ2k , . . . , [x2k−1, x2k , xj], . . . , x2n+1),
∀f ∈ C2n(T , V), n 1, where the symbol ˆ over a letter indicates that this letter is to be omitted.
Yamaguti proved in [7] that δ2f = 0, ∀f ∈ Cn(T , V).
Themapping f ∈ Cn(T , V) is calleda cocycleof ordern ifδf = 0.WedenotebyZn(T , V) the subspace
spanned by cocycles of order n. An element of Bn(T , V) = δCn−2(T , V) is called coboundary. Since
δ2f = 0 for any f ∈ Cn(T , V), Bn(T , V) is a subspace of Zn(T , V). Therefore,we can deﬁne a cohomology
space Hn(T , V) of order n of T as the factor space Zn(T , V)/Bn(T , V) (n 0).
3. The method of T
∗
-extension
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let A be a L.t.s. over a ﬁeld K and A∗ be its dual space. Consider a 3-cocycle w : A ×
A × A → A∗ and deﬁne on the vector space T∗wA = A ⊕ A∗ the following brackets:
[a1 + α1, a2 + α2, a3 + α3]
= [a1, a2, a3] + w(a1, a2, a3) + [α1, a2, a3] + [a1,α2, a3] + [a1, a2,α3], (3.1)
where
[α1, a2, a3](a4):=α1([a4, a3, a2]),
[a1,α2, a3](a4):=α2([a3, a4, a1]), (3.2)
[a1, a2,α3](a4):=α3([a2, a1, a4]),
for a1, a2, a3, a4 ∈ A, and α1,α2,α3 ∈ A∗.
It is easy toprove that T∗wA is also a L.t.s.,we call it the T∗-extensionofA. Clearly,A∗ is an abelian ideal
of A ⊕ A∗ and A is isomorphic to the factor system (A ⊕ A∗)/A∗. Moreover, let qA be the symmetric
bilinear form on A ⊕ A∗ deﬁned by
qA(a + α, a′ + α′) = α(a′) + α′(a), a, a′ ∈ A,α,α′ ∈ A∗. (3.3)
Then we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2. Let A, A∗,w, and qA be as above. Then the pair (A ⊕ A∗, qA) is a metrised L.t.s. if and only if
w satisﬁes
w(a1, a2, a3)(a4) = w(a4, a3, a2)(a1) (3.4)
for a1, a2, a3, a4 ∈ A.
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Proof. First we assert that the symmetric bilinear form qA is nondegenerate. In fact, if a + α′ is or-
thogonal to all elements of A ⊕ A∗, then in particular α(a′) = 0 for all α ∈ A∗ and α′(a) = 0 for all
a ∈ A, which implies that a′ = 0 and α′ = 0. Now let a1, a2, a3, a4 ∈ A and α1,α2,α3,α4 ∈ A∗. Then
we have
qA([a1 + α1, a2 + α2, a3 + α3], a4 + α4)
= qA([a1, a2, a3] + w(a1, a2, a3) + [α1, a2, a3] + [a1,α2, a3]
+ [a1, a2,α3], a4 + α4)
= α4([a1, a2, a3]) + w(a1, a2, a3)(a4) + [α1, a2, a3](a4)
+[a1,α2, a3](a4) + [a1, a2,α3](a4)
= α4([a1, a2, a3]) + w(a1, a2, a3)(a4) + α1([a4, a3, a2])
+α2([a3, a4, a1]) + α3([a2, a1, a4]).
On the other hand,
qA(a1 + α1, [a4 + α4, a3 + α3, a2 + α2])
= qA(a1 + α1, [a4, a3, a2] + w(a4, a3, a2)
+[α4, a3, a2] + [a4,α3, a2] + [a4, a3,α2])
= α1([a4, a3, a2]) + w(a4, a3, a2)(a1) + α4([a1, a2, a3])
+α3([a2, a1, a4]) + α2([a3, a4, a1]).
This proves the lemma since qA is invariant ⇐⇒ qA is right-invariant. 
Lemma 3.3. Let (A, f ) be a ﬁnite-dimensional pseudo-metrised L.t.s. over a ﬁeldK. Suppose I and J are two
ideals of A such that A = I + J (not necessarily direct) and [A, I, J] = [A, J, I] = 0. Then A(1) = [I, I, I] ⊕
[J, J, J] (direct sum of ideals).
Proof. Since [A, I, J] = [A, J, I] = 0, we have I ⊆ ZA(J) (the centralizer of J in A) and J ⊆ ZA(I). More-
over,
[I, A, A] = [I, I + J, I + J] = [I, I, I] + [I, J, A] + [I, I, J]
= [I, I, I] = [I, I, I] + [J, I, I] + [A, J, I] = [I + J, I + J, I] = [A, A, I].
Similarly we have [J, A, A] = [J, J, J] = [A, A, J]. Consequently, [I, I, I] and [J, J, J] are ideals of A. By
Lemma 2.2 of [9], ⊥[I, I, I] = ⊥[I, A, A] = ZA(I) = [I, A, A]⊥ = [I, I, I]⊥. Hence J ⊆ ZA(I) = [I, I, I]⊥.
Taking the orthogonal spaces, we have [I, I, I] ⊆ ⊥J. Similarly, [J, J, J] ⊆ ⊥I. Since A = I + J, we have
I⊥ ∩ J⊥ = A⊥ = 0 = ⊥A = ⊥I ∩ ⊥J, which implies that [I, I, I] ∩ [J, J, J] = 0. On the other hand,
A(1) = [I + J, I + J, I + J] = [I, I, I] + [J, J, J]. Therefore A(1) = [I, I, I] ⊕ [J, J, J]. 
In the following theorem we shall show that some properties of a L.t.s. A can be transferred to the
T∗-extension of A.
Theorem 3.4. Let A be a L.t.s. over a ﬁeld K.
(1) If A is solvable (nilpotent) of length k∈N (nilindex k∈N), then for any 3-cocyclew : A×A×A→A∗,
the T∗-extension T∗wA is solvable (nilpotent) of length r ∈ N (nilindex r ∈ N), where k r  k +
1(k r  2k − 1).
(2) If A is nilpotent of nilindex k ∈ N, then the trivial T∗-extension T∗0 A is also nilpotent of nilindex k.
(3) If A is decomposable, so is the trivial T∗-extension T∗0 A.
(4) If A is ﬁnite-dimensional, indecomposable and nonabelian, so is the trivial T∗-extension T∗0 A.
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Proof. (1) Suppose ﬁrst that A is solvable of length k. Since (T∗wA)(n)/A∗ ∼= A(n) and A(k) = 0, we
have (T∗wA)(k) ⊆ A∗. This implies that (T∗wA)(k+1) = 0. Since A∗ is abelian, T∗wA is solvable of length k
or k + 1.
Suppose now that A is nilpotent of nilindex k. It follows from the facts (T∗wA)n/A∗ ∼= An and Ak = 0
that (T∗wA)k ⊆ A∗. Let x1, . . . , xk−1, y1, . . . , yk−1 ∈ T∗wA, and write xi = ai + αi, yi = bi + βi, 1 i
k − 1, where ai, bi ∈ A,αi,βi ∈ A∗. Let R(x, y) denotes the right multiplication operator of T∗wA for
x, y ∈ T∗wA. Then for any c ∈ A, γ ∈ A∗, we have
(R(x1, y1) · · · R(xk−1, yk−1)γ )(c) = γ (R(ak−1, bk−1) . . . R(a1, b1)c) ∈ γ (Ak) = 0.
This proves that (T∗wA)2k−1 = 0. Hence T∗wA is nilpotent of nilindex at least k and at most 2k − 1.
(2) Suppose that A is nilpotent of nilindex k. Then for xk = ak + αk ∈ T∗0 Awe have
R(x1, y1) . . . R(xk−1, yk−1)(xk)
= R(a1, b1) . . . R(ak−1, bk−1)ak + R(a1, b1) . . . R(ak−1, bk−1)αk
+
k−1∑
i=1
R(a1, b1) . . . R(ai−1, bi−1)R(αi, bi)R(ai+1, bi+1) . . . R(ak−1, bk−1)ak
+
k−1∑
i=1
R(a1, b1) . . . R(ai−1, bi−1)R(ai,βi)R(ai+1, bi+1) . . . R(ak−1, bk−1)ak ,
where we have used the assumption that w = 0. The ﬁrst summand on the right hand side of this
equationvanishesbecause it is contained inAk = 0.All theother summandsareof the typeA → αi(Ak)
or A → βi(Ak) hence vanish.
(3) Suppose that 0 /= A = I ⊕ J, where I and J are two nonzero ideals of A. Let I∗(J∗) denote the
subspace of all linear forms in A∗ vanishing on J(I). Clearly, I∗ and J∗ can canonically be identiﬁed
with the dual spaces of I and J, respectively. Since [A, I, J] ⊆ I ∩ J = 0 and [A, J, I] ⊆ I ∩ J = 0, we
have [I, A∗, A](J) = A∗([A, J, I]) = 0 = A∗([A, I, J]) = [I, A, A∗](J) and [I∗, A, A](J) = I∗([J, A, A]) = 0.
This fact and an analogous reasoning for J replacing I imply that the subspaces T∗I := I ⊕ I∗ and
T∗J := J ⊕ J∗ are ideals of T∗A:=T∗0 A and that T∗A is equal to the orthogonal direct sum T∗I ⊕ T∗J.
(4) Assumenow that A is ﬁnite-dimensional, indecomposable and non-abelian. Suppose conversely
that T∗0 A decomposes into the direct sum I′ ⊕ J′ of two nonzero ideals I′ and J′ of T∗0 A. According to
Theorem 3.4 of [9], we can assume that T∗0 A is qA-decomposable, i.e., I′ = J′⊥. Denote by pA (pA∗) the
canonical projection T∗0 A = A ⊕ A∗ → A (T∗0 A → A∗). Let I and J denote the subspaces pAI′ and pAJ′
of A, respectively. Since pA is a homomorphism of L.t.s. and [T∗0 A, I′, J′] = [T∗0 A, J′, I′] = [I′, J′, T∗0 A] =[J′, I′, T∗0 A] = 0, I and J are ideals ofA andwehave [A, I, J] = [A, J, I] = [I, J, A] = [J, I, A] = 0.Moreover,
A = I + J (not necessarily direct).
As a ﬁrst stepwe show that the subspaces I + I′ and J + J′ of T∗0 A are ideals of T∗0 A and that [T∗0 A, I +
I′, J + J′] = [T∗0 A, J + J′, I + I′] = 0. In fact, let i ∈ I′ and j ∈ J′. Then we have [A∗, pAi, A] = [A∗, pAi +
pA∗ i, A] = [A∗, i, A] ⊆ I′ ∩ A∗, [A, pAi, A∗] = [A, i, A∗] ⊆ I′ ∩ A∗ and [pAi, A, A∗] = [i, A, A∗] ⊆ I′ ∩ A∗.
Similarly, [A∗, A, pAj] ⊆ J′ ∩ A∗, [A, A∗, pAj] ⊆ J′ ∩ A∗ and [pAj, A, A∗] ⊆ J′ ∩ A∗. This entails that
[A∗, I, A] ⊆ I′ ∩ A∗, [A, I, A∗] ⊆ I′ ∩ A∗, [I, A, A∗] ⊆ I′ ∩ A∗,
[A∗, A, J] ⊆ J′ ∩ A∗, [A, A∗, J] ⊆ J′ ∩ A∗, [J, A, A∗] ⊆ J′ ∩ A∗. (3.5)
Now this relation and the fact that I and J are ideals of A imply that [I, T∗0 A, T∗0 A] ⊆ I + I′ ∩ A∗ and[J, T∗0 A, T∗0 A] ⊆ J + J′ ∩ A∗. Hence I + I′ and J + J′ are ideals of T∗0 A. Moreover,
0 = [T∗0 A, i, j] = [pAT∗0 A + pA∗T∗0 A, pAi + pA∗ i, pAj + pA∗ j]
= [pAT∗A, pAi, pAj] + [pA∗T∗0 A, pAi, pAj] + [pAT∗0 A, pAi, pA∗ j] + [pAT∗A, pA∗ i, pAj]
= 0 + [A∗, pAi, pAj] + [A, pAi, pA∗ j] + [A, pA∗ i, pAj].
By (3.5), we have [A∗, pAi, pAj] ⊆ (I′ ∩ A∗) ∩ (J′ ∩ A∗) ⊆ I′ ∩ J′ = 0, [A, pAi, pA∗ j] ⊆ I′ ∩ A∗ and[A, pA∗ i, pAj] ⊆ J′ ∩ A∗. Since I′ ∩ J′ = 0, we have [A, pAi, pA∗ j] = [A, pA∗ i, pAj] = 0. Therefore
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[T∗0 A, pAi, j] = [A, pAi, j] + [A∗, pAi, j] = [A, pAi, pAj] + [A, pAi, pA∗ j] + [A∗, pAi, pAj] = 0. Similarly,[T∗0 A, i, pAj] = 0. Hence [T∗0 A, I, J′] = [T∗0 A, I′, J] = 0. Now this relation and the facts that [A, I, J] =[A, J, I] = 0andthat [T∗0 A, I′, J′] = [T∗0 A, J′, I′] = 0entail that the ideals I + I′ and J + J′ satisfy [T∗0 A, I +
I′, J + J′] = [T∗0 A, J + J′, I + I′] = 0. By Lemma 3.3 we know that [I + I′, I + I′, I + I′] ∩ [J + J′, J +
J′, J + J′] = 0. In particular, [I, I, I] ∩ [J, J, J] = 0. Hence A(1) = [I, I, I] ⊕ [J, J, J].
As a second step we show that there exists two ideals I1 and J1 of A such that A = I1 ⊕ J1, I ⊇ I1 ⊇
[I, I, I] and J ⊇ J1 ⊇ [J, J, J]. Note that I ⊇ I ∩ A(1) ⊇ [I, I, I]. Let V be a vector space complement to
I ∩ A(1) in I, i.e., I = I ∩ A(1) ⊕ V . Deﬁne I1 :=[I, I, I] ⊕ V . Since I1 ⊇ [I, I, I], I1 is an ideal of I. Further,
since [A, I, J] = 0 = [A, J, I], I1 is an ideal ofA. Similarly, J ⊇ J ∩ (I + [J, J, J]) ⊇ [J, J, J]. LetW beavector
space complement in J to J ∩ (I + [J, J, J]), i.e., J = J ∩ (I + [J, J, J]) ⊕ W . Deﬁne J1 :=[J, J, J] + W . Then
a similar reasoning as above shows that J1 is an ideal of A contained in J. Since the space A
(1), V and
W are contained in I1 + J1, we have A = I + J ⊆ I1 + J1. Hence I1 + J1 = A. Now let x be an element
of the intersection I1 ∩ J1. Then x = i + v = j + w, where i ∈ [I, I, I], v ∈ V , j ∈ [J, J, J] and w ∈ W .
Since the elementw = i − j + v lies both inW and in J ∩ (I + [J, J, J]), it must vanish by deﬁnition of
W . Moreover, the element v = j − i clearly lies both in V and in I ∩ A(1) and hence vanish by deﬁnition
of V . Furthermore, since [I, I, I] ∩ [J, J, J] = 0, we have i = 0 = j. This implies that I1 ∩ J1 = 0. Thus
A = I1 ⊕ J1.
Now, sinceA is indecomposable, one of these ideals, say J1,must be zero. But thenA = I1 = I, hence
T∗A = I ⊕ A∗ = I′ + A∗, since pAI′ = A = I = pAI. This implies that J′∼=(I′ ⊕ J′)/I′ = (T∗0 A)/I′ =
(A∗ + I′)/I′∼=A∗/(A∗ ∩ I′), and that J′, being a homomorphic image of the abelian ideal A∗, must be
abelian. Since [T∗A, I′, J′] = 0 = [T∗0 A, J′, I′], the ideal J′ lies in the center Z(T∗0 A) of T∗0 A. Since (T∗0 A)(1)
is equal to A(1) ⊕ ([A∗, A, A] + [A, A∗, A] + [A, A, A∗]), a simple computation of the orthogonal space of
this space (cf. Lemma2.2of [9]) shows thatZ(T∗0 A) = ((T∗0 A)(1))⊥ = Z(A) ⊕ (A(1))ann,where (A(1))ann
denotes the space of one-forms in A∗ vanishing on A(1). Now we assert that for an indecomposable
and nonabelian L.t.s. A, its annihilator Z(A) is contained in A(1). To prove this, take any vector space
complement S to A(1) + Z(A) in A and any vector space complement Z0 to Z(A) ∩ A(1) in Z(A), deﬁne
I2 = A(1) ⊕ S, and A = I2 ⊕ Z0. Then Z0 = 0, since A is nonabelian and indecomposable. This proves
our assertion. But then qA(Z(A), (A
(1))ann) = (A(1))ann(Z(A)) = 0, since Z(A) ⊆ A(1) and Z(T∗0 A) is
isotropic.Now J′ is also isotropic since it is contained inZ(T∗0 A). Hence J′mustbezeroby theassumption
that it is nondegenerate. This proves that T∗0 A = I′ is indecomposable. 
Lemma 3.5. Let (A, f ) be a metrised L.t.s. with ﬁnite dimension n over a ﬁeld K, I be an isotropic n/2-
dimensional subspace of A. Then I is an ideal of A if and only if I is abelian.
Proof. Since dimI + dimI⊥=n, we have I = I⊥. If I is an ideal of A, then I(1) = [A, I, I] = [A, I, I⊥] = 0
by Lemma 2.2 of [9]. Conversely, if I(1) = [A, I, I] = 0, then f (I, [I, A, A]) = f ([A, I, I], A) = 0. Hence
[I, A, A] ⊆ I⊥ = I. This implies that I is an ideal of A. 
The following theorem is one of the most important merits of the method of T∗-extensions.
Theorem 3.6. Let (A, f ) be a metrised L.t.s. with ﬁnite dimension n over a ﬁeld K the characteristic of
which is different from two. Then (A, f ) is isometric to a T∗-extension (T∗wB, qB) if and only if n is even and
A contains an isotropic ideal I (i.e. I ⊆ I⊥) of dimension n/2. In this case B∼= A/I.
Proof. “⇒": Since dimB = dimB∗, dimT∗wB is even. Moreover, it is easily seen from the deﬁnition of
the multiplication (see (3.1)) and the bilinear form qB (see (3.3)) that B
∗ is an isotropic ideal of half the
dimension of T∗wB.
“⇐": Suppose I is an n/2-dimensional isotropic ideal of A. By Lemma 3.5, I is abelian. Let B
denote the factor system A/I and p : A → B be the canonical projection. Since the characteristic of
K is not equal to 2, we can choose an isotropic complementary vector subspace B0 to I in A, i.e.,
A = B0 ⊕ I and B⊥0 = B0. Denote by p0 (resp. p1) the projection A → B0 (resp. A → I) along I (resp.
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along B0). Moreover, let f
b denote the linear map I → B∗ : i → (pa → f (i, a)). It is easily seen that
f b is well-deﬁned because f (I, I) = 0. From the facts that f is nondegenerate, that I⊥ = I, and that
dimI = n/2 = dimB, we easily see that f b is a linear isomorphism. Moreover, f b has the following
property:
f b([a1, a2, i])(pa3) = f ([a1, a2, i], a3) = f (i, [a2, a1, a3])
= f b(i)([pa2, pa1, pa3]) = [pa1, pa2, f b(i)](pa3),
for any a1, a2, a3,∈ A and i ∈ I. Further, a similar computation shows that
f b([a1, a2, i]) = [pa1, pa2, f b(i)], f b([i, a1, a2]) = [f b(i), pa1, pa2],
and that
f b([a1, i, a2]) = [pa1, f b(i), pa2], ∀ a1, a2 ∈ A, i ∈ I.
Now we deﬁne a trilinear map w : B × B × B → B∗ by
w(pb1, pb2, pb3) = f b(p1([b1, b2, b3])), b1, b2, b3 ∈ B0.
This is well-deﬁned since the restriction of the projection p to B0 is a linear isomorphism. Now, let
ϕ denote the linear map A → B ⊕ B∗ deﬁned by ϕ(b0 + i) = pb0 + f b(i), ∀b0 ∈ B0, i ∈ I. Since the
restriction of p to B0 and f
b are linear isomorphisms, themapϕ is also a linear isomorphism.Moreover,
we assert that ϕ is an isomorphism of the metrised L.t.s. (A, f ) to the T∗-extension (T∗wB, qB). In fact,
let b0, b
′
0 ∈ B0 and i, i′ ∈ I. Then we have
ϕ([b1 + i1, b2 + i2, b3 + i3])
= ϕ(p0([b1, b2, b3]) + p1([b1, b2, b3]) + [b1, b2, i3] + [i1, b2, b3] + [b1, i2, b3])
= p(p0[b1, b2, b3]) + f b(p1([b1, b2, b3]) + [b1, b2, i3] + [i1, b2, b3] + [b1, i2, b3])
= p([b1, b2, b3] + w(pb1, pb2, pb3) + [pb1, pb2, f b(i3)] + [f b(i1), pb2, pb3]
+ [pb1, f b(i2), pb3])
= [pb1 + f b(i1), pb2 + f b(i2), pb3 + f b(i3)]
= [ϕ(b1 + i1),ϕ(b2 + i2),ϕ(b3 + i3)],
where we have made use of the deﬁnition of w, the above properties of f b, the fact that p is a
homomorphism, and the deﬁnition (3.1) of the product in T∗wB. Furthermore, we have
(ϕ∗qB)(b0 + i, b′0 + i′) = qB(pb0 + f b(i), pb′0 + f b(i′))
= f b(i)(pb′0) + f b(i′)(pb0) = f (i, b′0) + f (i′, b0) = f (b0 + i, b′0 + i′),
where we have used the fact that B0 could be chosen to be isotropic in the last equation. This means
that ϕ∗qB = f . Therefore qB is an invariant symmetric bilinear form on T∗wB (cf. [9] Lemma 2.3 (1)
and (2)) and w satisﬁes (3.4). Consequently (A, f ) and (T∗wB, qB) are isomorphic as metrised Lie triple
systems and the theorem is proved. 
The proof of this theorem shows that the trilinear map w depends on the choice of the isotropic
subspace B0 of Awhich is complementary to the ideal I. Therefore different T
∗-extensions may lead to
the same metrised L.t.s. This situation can be dealt with in the following way:
Let B be a L.t.s. over a ﬁeld K and let w1 : B × B × B → B∗ and w2 : B × B × B → B∗ be two
different 3-cocycles. The T∗-extensions T∗w1B and T
∗
w2
B of B are said to be equivalent if there exists an
isomorphism of L.t.s. φ : T∗w1B → T∗w2B which is the identity on the ideal B∗ and which induces the
identity on the factor system T∗w1B/B
∗∼=B∼=T∗w2B/B∗. The two T∗-extensions T∗w1B and T∗w2B are said to
be isometrically equivalent if they are equivalent and φ is an isometry.
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Proposition 3.7. Let B be a L.t.s. over a ﬁeld of characteristic not equal to 2 and w1,w2 be two 3-cocycles
B × B × B → B∗. Then we have
(1) T∗w1B is equivalent to T
∗
w2
B if andonly if there is a linearmapψ : B → B∗ such that for all b1, b2, b3 ∈
B
w1(b1, b2, b3) − w2(b1, b2, b3)
= [ψ(b1), b2, b3] + [b1,ψ(b2), b3] + [b1, b2,ψ(b3)] − ψ([b1, b2, b3]). (3.6)
If this is the case then the symmetric part ψs of ψ , deﬁned by ψs(b)(b
′):= 1
2
(ψ(b)(b′) + ψ(b′)(b)) for
all b, b′ ∈ B, induces a symmetric invariant bilinear form on B, i.e.,
ψs([b1, b2, b3])(b4) = ψs(b1)([b4, b3, b2]) for all b1, b2, b3, b4 ∈ B.
(2) T∗w1B is isometrically equivalent to T
∗
w2
B if and only if there is a linear map ψ : B → B∗ such that
(3.6) holds for all b, b′ ∈ B and the symmetric part ψs of ψ vanishes.
Proof. (1) The equivalence between T∗w1B and T
∗
w2
B holds if and only if there is a homomorphism
of L.t.s. φ : T∗w1B → T∗w2B satisfying φ(b + β) = b + φ21(b) + β for b ∈ B and β ∈ B∗, where φ21
denotes the component ofφ thatmaps B to B∗. In fact, ifφ is the isomorphism between T∗w1B and T
∗
w2
B,
then φ must be the identity on B∗ and we must have b = p(b) = p(φ(b)) = φ11(b), where φ11 is the
component of φ that maps B to B. On the other hand, letψ denote φ21. Then φ is a linear isomorphism
for arbitrary ψ . Thus for all b1, b2, b3 ∈ B and β1,β2,β3 ∈ B∗, we have
φ([b1 + β1, b2 + β2, b3 + β3])
= φ([b1, b2, b3] + w1(b1, b2, b3) + [β1, b2, b3] + [b1,β2, b3] + [b1, b2,β3])
= [b1, b2, b3] + ψ([b1, b2, b3]) + w1(b1, b2, b3) + [β1, b2, b3]
+ [b1,β2, b3] + [b1, b2,β3].
Hence φ is a homomorphism of L.t.s. if and only if (3.6) holds.
Since both w1 and w2 are cocycles satisfying (3.4), the right hand side of (3.6) has to be invariant
under the permutation (b1, b2, b3, b4) → (b4, b3, b2, b1). Splitting ψ into its antisymmetric part ψa
deﬁned byψa(b)(b
′):= 1
2
(ψ(b)(b′) − ψ(b′)(b)) for all b, b′ ∈ B and its symmetric partψs as deﬁned
above, i.e.ψ = ψa + ψs, we see that the right hand side of (3.6) evaluated on b4 ∈ B has the following
form:
ψa(b1)([b4, b3, b2]) + ψa(b2)([b4, b3, b1]) + ψa(b3)([b1, b2, b4])
+ψa(b4)([b1, b2, b3]) + ψs(b1)([b4, b3, b2]) + ψs(b2)([b4, b3, b1])
+ψs(b3)([b1, b2, b4]) − ψs([b1, b2, b3])(b4).
Writing the above summation as s(b1, b2, b3, b4) and considering s(b1, b2, b3, b4) − s(b4, b3, b2, b1),
we get 2ψs([b4, b3, b2])(b1) − 2ψs(b4)([b1, b2, b3]) = 0. This proves the invariance of the symmetric
bilinear form induced by ψs.
(2) Let the isomorphism φ be deﬁned as in (1). Then for all b, b′ ∈ B and β ,β ′ ∈ B∗, we have
qB(φ(b + β),φ(b′ + β ′)) = qB(b + ψ(b) + β , b′ + ψ(b′) + β ′)
= ψ(b)(b′) + ψ(b′)(b) + β(b′) + β ′(b)
= ψ(b)(b′) + ψ(b′)(b) + qB(b + β , b′ + β ′).
Thus φ is an isometry if and only if ψs = 0. 
Now, we describe the equivalence classes and isometric equivalence classes of T∗-extension of B
from the cohomological point of view.
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At the beginning of this paper, we have given the deﬁnition of B-module for a L.t.s. B, and from
Remark 2.9 we know that B itself is a B-module. Analogously, we can prove that the dual space B∗ of B
is a B-module with respect to the action deﬁned in (3.2).
Now,wedenoteCA2k(B)(k 0) the vector space spannedby all the 2k-linearmapping f : B × . . . ×
B → K satisfying
f (x1, x2, . . . , x2k−3, x, x, x2k) = 0
and f (x1, . . . , x2k−3, x, y, z) + f (x1, . . . , x2k−3, y, z, x) + f (x1, . . . , x2k−3, z, x, y) = 0. We call f ∈ CA2k
(B) the 2k-cochain. Consider a Yamaguti 3-cocycle w : B × B × B → B∗ and the corresponding
T∗-extension T∗wB of B. Deﬁne a quarter-linear form wb by wb(b1, b2, b3, b4) = w(b4, b1, b2)(b3), then
we observe that wb ∈ CA4(B).
There exists a coboundary operator δ′ on CA2k(B)(k 0): let f ∈ CA2n(B) and b0, b1, · · · , b2n+1 ∈ B,
(δ′f )(b0, b1, · · · , b2n+1)
= f ([b0, b2n+1, b2n], b1, · · · , b2n−1) − f ([b0, b2n+1, b2n−1], b1, · · · , b2n−2, b2n)
+
n∑
k=1
(−1)n+kf ([b2k , b2k−1, b0], b1, · · · , bˆ2k−1, bˆ2k , · · · , b2n+1)
+
n∑
k=1
2n+1∑
j=2k+1
(−1)n+k+1f (b0, b1, · · · , bˆ2k−1, bˆ2k , · · · , [b2k−1, b2k , bj], · · · , b2n+1).
We can prove that δ′2 = 0. Each f ∈ CA2k(B) satisfying δ′f = 0 is called a 2k-cocycle and the space of
all 2k-cocycles is denoted by ZA2k(B). The 2k-th cohomology space HA2k(B) is deﬁned to be the factor
space ZA2k(B)/δ′CA2(k−1)(B) for k 1 and ZA0(B) for k = 0. Now, each 2k + 2-cochain f in CA2k+2(B)
can be canonically regarded as a Yamaguti 2k + 1-cochain f 
 ∈ C2k+1(B, B∗) by setting
f 
(b0, b1, · · · , b2k)(b2k+1):= f (b2k+1, b0, · · · , b2k) for all b0, b1, · · · , b2k+1 ∈ B.
An easy computation gives (δf 
)(b0, b1, · · · , b2k)(b2k+1) = (δ′f )(b2k+1, b0, · · · , b2k) showing that
(δf 
) = 0 if and only if δ′f = 0.
Conversely, since every 4-cocycle in ZA4(B) induces a 3-cocycle w in Z3(B, B∗) by the prescription
w(b1, b2, b3) = (b4 → wb(b4, b1, b2, b3)), the set of all T∗-extensions of the Lie triple system B is in
one-to-one correspondence with the space ZA4(B) of scalar 4-cocycles of B. Now we conclude that
wb ∈ ZA4(B) if and only if w ∈ Z3(B, B∗).
Next, we shall consider the notion of equivalence of T∗-extensions. Note that the mapψ in Propo-
sition 3.7 is in C1(B, B∗) and that the difference of two equivalent 3-cocyclesw1 andw2 is nothing but
δψ (see (2.9)).
Denoteby Fs(B) the vector spaceof all symmetric invariant bilinear formonB and for each g ∈ Fs(B),
let δ′ : Fs(B) → CA4(B) be deﬁned by
δ′(g)(b1, b2, b3, b4) = g(b4, [b3, b2, b1]), b1, b2, b3, b4 ∈ B,
which is the analogon of the Cartan map in the case of Lie algebras. This is well-deﬁned because the
invariance of g implies that δ′g satisﬁes that (δ′g)(b1, b2, b3, b4) = (δ′g)(b2, b1, b4, b3) and (δ′(δ′g))
(b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5) = 0, for b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 ∈ B. According to Proposition 3.7, the symmetric part
of ψ must induce a symmetric invariant bilinear form on B whereas the antisymmetric part may be
arbitrary. Identifying C1(B, B∗) canonically with the vector space of bilinear forms on B, we see that
ψ must be contained in the direct sum CA2(B) ⊕ Fs(B). Therefore we have the following corollary to
Proposition 3.7:
Corollary 3.8. (1) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of equivalence classes of
T∗-extensions of Lie triple system B and the set ZA4(B)/(δ′CA2(B) + δ′Fs(B)).
(2) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of isometric equivalence classes of
T∗-extensions of Lie triple system B and the set ZA4(B)/δ′CA2(B) = HA4(B).
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4. Nilpotent metrised Lie triple systems
In this section we will prove that every ﬁnite-dimensional nilpotent metrisable Lie triple system is
in fact isometric to certain T∗-extension.
Deﬁnition 4.1. LetAbeaﬁnite-dimensional L.t.s. andφ bea linearendomorphismofA. Theq-transpose
of φ is the linear endomorphism φ+ satisfying q(φ+a, b) = q(a,φb), ∀ a, b ∈ A. Clearly, (φ+)+ = φ.
Lemma 4.2. Let (V , q) be a metrised vector space of dimension n over an algebraically closed ﬁeld K of
characteristic not equal to 2. Let L be a L.t.s. consisting of nilpotent linear endomorphisms of V , where
[x, y, z]:=[[x, y], z], and suppose for each φ ∈ L, its q-transpose φ+ is contained in L. Suppose W is
an isotropic subspace of V (i.e. W ⊆ W⊥) which is stable under L (i.e. φW ⊆ W , ∀φ ∈ L). Then W is
contained in amaximally isotropic subspaceWmax of V which is also stable under L and dimWmax = [n/2]
(i.e. the integer part of n/2). If n is even, thenWmax = W⊥max. If n is odd, thenWmax ⊆ W⊥max , dimW⊥max −
dimWmax = 1, and φ(W⊥max) ⊆ Wmax ,∀φ ∈ L.
Proof. We shall use induction on n. The case n = 0 is trivially satisﬁed, hence we can assume that
n 1. By Engel’s Theorem of Lie triple systems, there exists a nonzero vector v ∈ V such that φv = 0
for all φ ∈ L provided that L is nilpotent. Therefore, it sufﬁces to distinguish the following two cases:
Case 1:W /= 0 or there is a nonzero L-stable vector v ∈ V such that q(v, v) = 0.
Case 2:W = 0 and for all nonzero L-stable vector v ∈ V one has q(v, v) /= 0.
In the ﬁrst case the one-dimensional subspace Kv is a nonzero isotropic L-stable subspace, hence
we only need to deal with W . The orthogonal complement W⊥ contains W by the assumption. Let
w′ ∈ W⊥. Thenq(w,φw′) = q(φ+w,w′) = 0becauseφ+ ∈ L andW is L-stable.Now, the factor space
V ′ = W⊥/W is againmetrised by theprojection q′ toV ′ of the restriction of q toW⊥ × W⊥ (cf. Lemma
2.3 (3) of [9] for abelian A). Denote by p the canonical projection W⊥ → V ′. The L.t.s. L canonically
acts on V ′ by setting φ′(pw′):=p(φw′), since W⊥ and W are L-stable. Let I denote the vector space
{φ ∈ L|φw′ ∈ W for all w′ ∈ W⊥}. Clearly, I is an ideal of L, and I = {φ ∈ L|φ′ = 0}. Consider the
factor system L′ :=L/I. For each φ ∈ L there is a positive integer m such that φm = 0. Obviously, this
implies that (φ′)m = 0. Hence L′ also consists of nilpotent endomorphisms of V ′. Letw′ and x′ be two
arbitrary elements inW⊥. Then by deﬁnition of q′ wehave the following equations for arbitraryφ ∈ L:
q′((φ′)+(pw′), px′) = q′(pw′,φ′(px′)) = q′(pw′, p(φx′)) = q(w′,φx′)
= q(φ+w′, x′) = q′(p(φ+w′), px′) = q′((φ+)′(pw′), px′),
which shows that (φ′)+ = (φ+)′ for all φ ∈ L. This implies that the Lie triple system L′ satisﬁes
the same conditions as L. Since dim V ′ = dimW⊥ − dimW = dim V − 2 dimW , we can use the
induction hypothesis to get a maximally isotropic L′-stable subspaceW ′max in V ′. Clearly, dimW ′max =
[n/2] − dimW . Now, set Wmax = p−1W ′max = {w′ ∈ W⊥|pw′ ∈ W ′max}. Then Wmax ⊇ W and
W ′max∼=Wmax/W . For two arbitrary elements w′ and x′ of Wmax we have q(w′, x′) = q′(pw′, px′) = 0
because W ′max is isotropic. Hence Wmax is isotropic. Since dimWmax = dimW ′max + dimW = [n/2],
it is maximally isotropic. Moreover, for arbitrary φ ∈ L and w′ ∈ Wmax we have p(φw′) = φ′(pw′) ∈
W ′max . Hence φw′ ∈ Wmax . It follows that Wmax is L-stable, maximally isotropic and contains W . This
proves the ﬁrst assertion of the lemma in this case.
In the second case, pick a nonzero L-stable v ∈ V , then φv = 0 for all φ ∈ L. Clearly, Kv is a q-
nondegenerate L-stable subspace of V . Therefore V = Kv ⊕ (Kv)⊥ (cf. [9, p. 283]), and the orthogonal
space (Kv)⊥ is also L-stable because φ+ ∈ L for each φ ∈ L. Now, if (Kv)⊥ = 0, then by Engel’s
Theorem there is a nonzero L-stable vector w in (Kv)⊥, such that φw = 0 for all φ ∈ L. But then
it follows that L vanishes on the two-dimensional nondegenerate subspace Kv ⊕ Kw of V . Without
loss of generality,we can assume that q(v, v) = 1 = q(w,w). Setα = q(v,w). Then the nonzero vector
v +
(
−α + √α2 − 1
)
w is isotropic and L-stable. This contradicts the assumption of case 2.
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So far we have proved the existence of maximally isotropic L-stable subspacesWmax containingW
in both cases. If the dimension of V is odd, say n = 2k + 1, then k = [n/2] = dimWmax and k + 1 =
dimW⊥max . Since both spaces are L-stable, there is an induced action φ′ of each φ ∈ L on the one
dimensional factor space V ′ :=W⊥max/Wmax . By the same reasoning used in case 1 we can prove that
V ′ is metrised. From Eq. (3.6) we see that the induced action must be zero. But this means that W⊥max
is mapped toWmax by L, and the lemma is proved. 
Theorem 4.3. Let (A, q) be a nilpotent metrised L.t.s. of dimension n over an algebraically closed ﬁeld K
of characteristic different from 2. If J is an isotropic ideal of A, then A contains a maximally isotropic ideal
I of dimension [n/2] containing J. Moreover, if n is even, then A is isometric to some T∗-extension of the
factor system A/I. If n is odd, then the ideal I⊥ is abelian and A is isometric to a nondegenerate ideal of
codimension one in some T∗-extension of the factor system A/I.
Proof. Let LR(A) denote the associative subalgebra of the space of all K-linear maps A → A generated
by all left and right multiplications. Since A is nilpotent, the multiplication algebra LR(A) is an asso-
ciative algebra consisting of nilpotent endomorphisms. Now the invariance of the symmetric bilinear
form q implies the following equations for all a, a′, a′′ ∈ A:
q(R(a1, a2)a, a
′) = q([a, a1, a2], a′) = q(a, [a′, a2, a1]) = q(a, R(a2, a1)a′),
q(L(a1, a2)a, a
′) = q(a, L(a2, a1)a′),
which imply that R(a2, a1)
+ = R(a1, a2) and L(a2, a1)+ = L(a1, a2). By the symmetry of q, we have
R(a1, a2)
+ = R(a2, a1) and L(a1, a2)+ = L(a2, a1) for all a1, a2 ∈ A. Since LR(A) is generated by left
and right multiplications, each element φ of LR(A) can be written as a sum of products of the form
φ = S(a1, b1) · · · S(ak , bk), where ai, bi ∈ A, i = 1, . . . , k, and S denotes left or right multiplication. It
follows that the q-transpose φ+ of φ is of the form φ+ = (S(a1, b1) · · · S(ak , bk))+ = (S(ak , bk))+ · · ·
(S(a1, b1))
+. SinceR(a2, a1)+ = R(a1, a2)andL(a2, a1)+ = L(a1, a2),wehaveφ+ ∈ LR(A),∀φ ∈ LR(A).
Considering LR(A) as a L.t.s. with respect to the trilinear operators [φ1,φ2,φ3]:=[[φ1,φ2],φ3], where
the Lie bracket [φ1,φ2] is the natural commutator [φ1,φ2] = φ1φ2 − φ2φ1 of linear maps, we can
conclude that L = LR(A) satisﬁes the condition of the previous lemma. Since J is an isotropic LR(A)-
stable subspace of A, Lemma 4.2 supplies us with a maximally isotropic LR(A)-stable subspace I of A
containing J. Hence I is a maximally isotropic ideal of dimension [n/2] containing J.
If n is even, then A is isometric to some T∗-extension of A/I by Theorem 3.7. If n is odd, then
dim I⊥ − dim I = 1 and φI⊥ ⊆ I for φ ∈ LR(A) according to Lemma 4.2. In particular, it follows that
[A, A, I⊥] + [A, I⊥, A] + [I⊥, A, A] ⊆ [I⊥, A, A] ⊆ I. Hence I⊥ is contained in ([A, A, I⊥] + [A, I⊥, A] +
[I⊥, A, A])⊥ = Z(I⊥), the annihilator of I⊥ in A. This proves that I⊥ is abelian. Now take any one-
dimensional abelian L.t.s. Kc which is spanned by a nonzero vector c, and deﬁne a nondegenerate
symmetric bilinear form qc on Kc by qc(c, c) = 1. Set (A′, q′):=(A ⊕ Kc, q ⊥ qc). Then (A′, q′) is a
metrised nilpotent Lie triple system. Obviously, A is a nondegenerate ideal of codimension one in A′.
Since I⊥ is not isotropic and K is algebraically closed, there exists a vector d ∈ I⊥ such that q(d, d) =
−1.Deﬁne e :=c + d and I′ := I ⊕ Ke. Thenweassert that I′ is an isotropic ideal ofA′ of dimension (n +
1)/2. In fact, since q′(e, e) = q(d, d) + qc(c, c) = −1 + 1 = 0 and q′(I, d + c) = q(I, d) + q′(I, c) =
0 + 0 = 0, I′ is isotropic. Moreover, by the deﬁnition we have [c, A, A] = 0. Hence I′ is an ideal of A′.
By Theorem 3.6, A′ is isometric to some T∗-extension of the factor system A′/I′. Observing that for any
λ ∈ K and a ∈ A the linear map φ : A′ → A/I : a + λc → a − λd + I is a surjective homomorphism
of Lie triple systems (where the relation [d, A, A] ⊆ I is used) with kernel I′, we conclude that A′/I′ is
isomorphic to A/I. This proves the theorem. 
For a ﬁnite-dimensional nilpotent metrised L.t.s. (A, q) there is a natural isotropic ideal J of A, i.e.,
J :=∑∞i=0Ai ∩ Ci(A). Since A is ﬁnite-dimensional, this sum is ﬁnite. By Lemma 2.7, we have (Ai)⊥ =
Ci(A). Hence A
i ∩ Ci(A) is isotropic for all i 0. Since Ai ⊇ Aj ⊇ Aj ∩ Cj(A) for i < j, (Ai ∩ Ci(A))⊥ ⊇
(Ai)⊥ = Ci(A) ⊇ Ci(A) ∩ Ai. It follows that q(Ai ∩ Ci(A), Aj ∩ Cj(A)) = 0 for all i, j 0. Therefore J is
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an isotropic ideal of A. Let k denote the nilindex of A. Using the relations Ai ⊆ Ck−i(A) ⊆ Ck−i+1(A)
we can conclude that A[(m+1)/2] ⊆ C[(m+1)/2](A). This implies that A[(m+1)/2] is contained in J. By
Theorem 4.3, there is a maximally isotropic ideal I of A containing J ⊇ A[(m+1)/2]. It means that the
factor system A/J has nilindex at most [(m + 1)/2].
We can sum up that every ﬁnite-dimensional nilpotent metrised L.t.s. over an algebraically closed
ﬁeld of characteristic not equal to two is isometric to (a nondegenerate ideal of codimension one of) a
T∗-extension of a nilpotent L.t.s. of nilindex roughly a half of the nilindex of A.
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